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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to analyse the shoreline movement of the Niger delta,
specifically focusing on the spatial pattern of the delta’s shoreline behaviour during 1986–2019.
We employed satellite data of medium spatial resolution (20–30 m) to delimit the delta shorelines
representing specific time in order to determine the rates of the delta shoreline migration. Our
results show that the delta shoreline has changed nearly in equal proportion between erosion (50.3%)
and accretion (49.7%), at mean (maximum) rates of 3.9 m/yr. (26 m/yr.) of erosion, and 4.0 m/yr.
(27 m/yr.) of accretion. Further analysis indicates that the highest shoreline migration is seaward
(>200 m) though the ratio of the shoreline distance in recession (54%) exceeds that which is in
accretion. Our analysis did not reveal any entrenched spatial pattern of shoreline behaviour but
rather highlights a random occurrence of hotspots in both shoreline erosion and accretion over space
and time. We have also showed that by applying the statistical mean-removed shoreline approach,
the overall trend of a delta shoreline movement can be vividly discriminated. In conclusion, since the
Niger delta shoreline dynamics is most intense at the delta river mouths, we suggest this is likely due
to the interaction between waves and river discharge in these locations.

Keywords: coastline dynamics; delta morphodynamics; shoreline erosion; shoreline accretion; digital
shoreline analysis system; coastal geomorphology

1. Introduction

Delta coastline changes respond to the intricate interplay among a host of oceano-
graphic and hydrological variables, including fluvial discharge, wave climate, tides, long-
shore and cross shore currents, and coastline bathymetry and geometry [1]. In reality,
fluvial sediment supply is the most critical factor of delta coastline dynamics, which tends
to inform a delta’s resilience to climatic and environmental changes through the main-
tenance of its elevation relative to the sea level [2–4]. Indeed, the position of a delta’s
shoreline is often considered a good indicator of the dynamic interaction between the fluxes
of fluvial (water and sediment) discharges and oceanographic (waves, tides, and currents)
processes [5–7]. Thus, a shift in the shoreline position basinward (i.e., progradation) may
be indicative of a state of excess sediment supply, while a landward shift (i.e., recession)
may be indicative of a state of relative sediment starvation [4,8,9].

Recent studies have pointed to a steady decline in fluvial sediment supply from
major global river basins in response to the increasing anthropogenic drainage basin
activities [10–14]. Moreover, current climatic and environmental changes are projected
to be most impactful within the low-lying coastal zones globally [15]. The coupling of
fluvial sediment declines with climatic change intensification appears to have effectively
set many deltas on a destructive path marked by pervasive shoreline recession and land
submergence [4,16–18]. In view of the increasing vulnerability of river deltas, accurate time
series analysis of delta shoreline movement is of critical importance [4,17]. An improved
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understanding of delta shoreline behaviour guarantees relevant information pertaining
to the magnitude and pattern of erosion/accretion within a delta coastal region [4,17,18].
Additionally, coastline information also aids specific decision-making processes, such as
the determination of an ideal construction setback for coastline structures, the assessment
of the effectiveness of shoreline protective measures, and the establishment of hazard
zones [19–21].

During the recent decades, scientific inquiry into the nature and magnitude of delta
morphological changes has been intensified. In the Nile delta, shoreline change analysis
was undertaken to investigate the response of the coastline morphology to wave forces prior
to and after the construction of coastline protection structures along key delta promontories
(Rosetta and Damietta) [22]. Jimenez et al. [23] explored the impact of coastline reshaping
processes, especially waves, along the Ebro delta in relation to the declining fluvial sediment
input. Similarly, the impact of river regulation on delta shoreline dynamics was the focus
of Bergillos’ et al. [24] analysis of the shoreline movement of the Guadalfeo delta in the
Mediterranean coast of Spain. In a bid to untangle the relative influences of natural and
anthropogenic processes, the shoreline dynamics of the Volta delta in West Africa was
critically appraised in a recent review [25]. Further, recent high resolution satellite data of
the Mekong delta were employed in an analysis of the shoreline recession resulting from
increasing anthropogenic pressure within the delta and the source river basin [18], while
the role of mangrove vegetation in the delta’s shoreline stability was later investigated by
Besset et al. [26]. Remote sensing data of 54 representative global river deltas were recently
analysed in an attempt to resolve the rate of land conversion into open water (and vice
versa) in response to the changing sediment budget of the delta systems [4]. The specific
examples outlined in the preceding show the growing interest in delta coastline dynamics
in the overall desire to contextualise the coupled effect of the increasing anthropogenic
pressure and climatic/environmental changes.

Within the Niger delta region and the source Niger River basin, anthropogenic pres-
sures relating to oil and gas extraction and dam construction have been on the rise over the
past half-century since the delta became the key economic hotspot of the West African coun-
try of Nigeria. Previously, the coupled relationship between the delta shoreline dynamics
and trends of fluvial discharge from the Niger River basin was examined [27,28] while the
influence of the changing wave climate on the delta’s coastline behaviour has also been
investigated [29,30]. Attempts have also been made to examine the spatio-temporal varia-
tion of the delta coastline dynamics during recent decades using readily accessible satellite
data [31,32]. Further, the Niger delta coastline dynamics has been examined as a subset of
key recent global-scale analysis [4,33]. Most previous work affirmed that the delta is not
currently in a dominant state of shoreline recession. Instead, both shoreline erosion and
accretion have occurred randomly in recent decades. The random delta coastline change es-
tablished in the previous studies may be indicative of a delta under the influence of natural
process dynamics rather than one that had transitioned into an anthropogenically disturbed
state [13,16]. For instance, in previous attempts to correlate the Niger delta coastline dy-
namics with river basin fluvial discharges (e.g., [27,28]), it was contended that observed
fluctuations in the fluvial discharge from the Niger River during the previous decades were
mainly influenced by the corresponding periodic hydroclimatic variabilities rather than by
increasing anthropogenic pressures. Current delta coastline behaviour, it would appear,
has yet to respond to any sediment-starvation scenario as previously suggested [34,35].
However, the trends of the incident wave climate along the delta coastline show significant
correlations with the coastline changes [29,30], indicating that the coupling of wave and
fluvial processes along the delta coastline is fundamental to current shoreline dynamics.
Moreover, the Niger delta is believed to be spatially varied regarding the relative influences
of key fluvial and marine processes; in particular, the highlighted reduced fluvial input
into the eastern half of the delta [35–37]. In this regard, Niger delta coastline dynamics may
be expected to manifest some obvious spatial pattern. Although previous analyses of the
Niger delta coastline dynamics established some hotspots of extreme shoreline changes
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between 1986–2012, they did not reveal any identifiable spatial pattern (e.g., [32]). We
therefore identify the spatial pattern of the decadal shoreline movement of the Niger delta
as an area in need of further investigation.

Accordingly, the main objective of this study is to examine the spatial pattern of recent
Niger delta shoreline dynamics. We focus specifically on the spatial pattern of shoreline
dynamics due to the outlined spatial variation in the relative influences of fluvial, wave
and tidal processes along the delta coast [36–38]. Hence, the study analyses medium
resolution satellite data of the Niger delta spanning the period 1986–2019 (the initial date
corresponds with the time when quality satellite data became available). We characterise
the rates of shoreline dynamics through a division of the entire study period into multiple
temporally distinct epochs, while the delta’s spatial extent is similarly delineated into
multiple alongshore coastline cells. Statistical procedures are employed to characterise the
pervasive pattern of shoreline dynamics within the successive alongshore cells.

2. Geographical Setting

The Niger delta is a sedimentary basin which occupies the Gulf of Guinea continental
margin in equatorial West Africa, between latitudes 3–6◦ N and longitudes 5–8◦ E (Figure 1).
The region covers an estimated area of ~20,000 km2, albeit with considerable variability in
various published sources (e.g., [1,2,38]), and is presently home to ~12 million people at a
density of ~300 persons per square kilometres [39].
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Figure 1. The geographical setting of the study. Arrows indicate the directions of the longshore
currents along the delta coastline. The main delta rivers are shown in print while the minor rivers are
numbered. The extent of the alongshore coastline cells are also demarcated.

The Niger delta coast is a cyclone and storm-free environment, mainly influenced by
south-westerly winds and swell waves that originate in the storm centres within the Atlantic
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Ocean [28,40]. The delta region on average (1998–2007 period) receives ~2300 mm/year of
rain with an actual evapotranspiration of ~600 mm/year [41].

Going by the schematic illustration of the coastal energy spectrum [42], the Niger delta
may be classified principally as a wave-dominated coastline (i.e., 1 < Hsig ≤ 2 m; tidal
range: <2 m), though the increasing influence of tides towards the eastern margin has been
acknowledged [37,43] and cross shore currents are also thought to have some impact on
the delta’s sediment transport [5,43]. Average semi-diurnal tidal amplitudes trend from
1 m at the western end, increasing to 1.6 m in the central section and attaining a high of
2.5 m in the eastern margin [37,44]. Tidal flows result in a net loss of sediments to the ocean
because the gradient on the ocean-facing side is steeper, thereby resulting in more energetic
ebb–tidal flows relative to the flood flows [43,45]. Waves into the delta coast are described
as high intensity and are of two distinct origins. Locally generated seas with an average
height of 1.25 m and a maximum period of 3–4 s originate from the south-west direction.
Conversely, south-southwesterly storms bring swell waves with average height of ~1.5 m
and period of 12–13 s to the Niger delta coast [44,45]. The Niger delta is arcuate in shape
with a smooth coastline, a reflection of waves having enough energy to move sediment and
smooth the coastline [7,46,47].

The Niger River discharges into the Gulf of Guinea via ~20 delta distributary channels.
Some of the most prominent distributaries are the Nun (seen as the direct continuation of
the main stem Niger River into the Ocean), Forcados (regarded as the second of the two
main distributaries), Brass, Ramos, Sangana, and Sombreiro [36,37]. Peak fluvial discharges
occur during the wet season months of September and October, while between December
and May, the flow discharge is usually at a minimum [36]. The distributary channels cut
the delta coastline morphology into a series of contiguous beach–ridge barrier complexes
whose dimensions typically range between 15–20 km long and 3–5 km in width [40,47].
The delta has previously been characterised into western delta, arcuate (main) delta, and
eastern delta based on its morphology and sedimentary characteristics [29,37], although
a two-sector division either side of the centrally located longshore current divergence
point [43,46,47] seems to be more appropriate.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Sources

Orthorectified multispectral satellite data from Landsat for the years 1986, 1999, 2003,
2008, and 2011, as well as Sentinel 2 images for 2015 and 2019, were downloaded via the
USGS Earth Explorer repository. An initial reconnaissance survey of available satellite data
for the study site revealed a total absence/incompleteness of satellite images during the
period 1988–1998, explaining the irregular interval between the dates of the satellite data
used in this study. The satellite images from Landsat were acquired at Level T1 processing
and were from Landsat 5 TM (Thematic Mapper) (1986, 1999) and Landsat 7 ETM+ (2003,
2006, 2011). At level T1, Landsat data have been radiometrically corrected and geographi-
cally calibrated prior to their release for public use. The Sentinel 2 images were acquired
as Level 1C TOA (Top of Atmosphere) reflectance data, which indicated images that had
undergone both radiometric and geometric corrections, including orthorectification, and
hence are released as accurate geolocated products. Moreover, we obtained the FRB (Full
Resolution Browse) tiles, already prepared in GEOTIFF (Georeferenced Tagged Image File)
format in simulated natural colour composites of bands 4 (10 m), 8A (20 m) and 11 (20 m),
thus giving the data an overall resolution of 20 m. All satellite data were obtained at a
maximum scene cloud cover of ≤20%, though the majority have cloud coverage of <10%.

3.2. Image Preparation

All satellite data were pre-processed using ERDAS Imagine image processing software
to combine all visible, near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands (layer-
stacking), and to coalesce the contiguous scenes that make up the Niger delta region into
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a single image (mosaicking). The rest of the analyses (including georeferencing, feature
creation, and shoreline digitizing) were carried out within the ArcGIS environment.

A variety of band combinations, e.g., bands 4 and 5 (near-infrared) and band 7 (mid-
infrared), as well as bands 3 (visible), band 4 (near-infrared), and band 7 (mid-infrared),
were employed in a colour composite to provide clear distinction between waterbody,
vegetation/land, and thus enhance manual image digitizing on the Landsat data. This was
done to make the vegetation line clearly discernible and thus enable manual digitizing
of the vegetation line as the shoreline proxy, following the approach adopted in previous
studies of the Niger delta [4,29]. One of the advantages of using the vegetation line as a
shoreline proxy is that it is somewhat a less variable indicator of shoreline change. The
response of the vegetation line to erosion or accretion is about months to years as against,
for example, the wet/dry line which tends to be characterised by much higher frequency
change [21]. Irrespective of the preceding, the effect of natural seasonal variations (i.e.,
discharge and wave energy are greater during the wet season (May–October) and tidal
range has higher momentum during the dry season months (December–April)) in the study
area was acknowledged [36,37]. Thus, we limited our satellite images selection to the dry
season period of the year (December–February) as a way of minimizing any shoreline
distortions that may arise due to seasonal variability [8,32].

3.3. Shoreline Position Uncertainty

We estimate shoreline positional uncertainty by incorporating the square root of the
squared georeferencing error, image digitizing error, and error due to image pixel resolution
into a mathematical notation. Thus, total error Ep (m) is the cumulative of corresponding
errors relating to image resolution Er (m), the root mean georeferencing error Eg (m) of the
data, and the error due to digitizing Ed (m) the shoreline (e.g., [4,48]):

Ep =
√

E2
r + E2

g + E2
d (1)

The root mean squared georeferencing error E_g (m) was computed by geo-rectifying
the mosaicked images through a first order polynomial transformation of 18 ground control
points (GCPs) extracted from the Google Earth. The GCPs represent fixed visible objects in
the landscape of the area, such as road intersections. The error estimates corresponding
to the difference between the final positions of the control points relative to their specific
real-life locations cumulatively give the root mean squared error (RMSE) for the georefer-
encing. In addition to the georeferencing error, other variables in the error estimation were
incorporated appropriately (Table 1).

Table 1. Estimated positional uncertainties for the satellite data of the five shoreline epochs [48,49].

Measurement Uncertainties Shoreline Dates

1986 1999 2003 2008 2011 2015 2019

Image resolution Er (m) 30 30 30 30 30 20 20
Georeferencing error Eg (m) 28.1 15.7 18.6 14.9 22.6 12.8 12.6
Digitizing Ed (m) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total positional uncertainty Ep (m) 41.1 33.9 35.1 33.5 37.6 23.8 23.7
Annualized uncertainty rate Ea (m) ~3.0

A separate Ep was estimated for each time step of satellite data, and the summation
were annualized to provide yearly error estimates using:

Ea =

√
E2

P1
+ E2

P2

t2 − t1
(2)
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where E2
P1

represents the start year shoreline error, E2
P2

is the end year shoreline error, and
t1 − t2 is the time difference between the two dates. The annualized error indicates the
lowest value below which shoreline change cannot be considered detectable in the analysis.
In the present study, the shoreline position uncertainty due to tidal fluctuations was not
considered, in common with previous studies [32,50]. This is justifiable because the Niger
delta tidal range is low (average ~1.43 m) [37], indicating minimal tidal influence [32], while
the selected satellite data were also carefully chosen to correspond to the dry season period
to make any associated tidal error both negligible and constant. Overall, the annualized
uncertainty estimated for the 34-year period (1986–2019) was ±2.7 m, which is augmented
to ±3 m (see Table 1).

3.4. Shoreline Change Analysis

The Digital Shoreline Analysis System (DSAS) was employed to compute the shoreline
change rates along the Niger delta between 1986 to 2019. DSAS provides a measure of the
net shoreline movement (NSM), shoreline change envelope (SCE), end point rate (EPR), and
linear regression rate (LRR) between two or more shorelines [51–53]. The measurement was
referenced to a baseline created in correspondence with the orientation of the shorelines
and are along perpendicular transects designed to intersect each of the shorelines. Transects
were cast at 400 m alongshore spacing, thus producing ~1100 transects for the Niger delta
coastline (>400 km long). The analysis period was considered in 6 distinct epochs involving
the following shoreline dates: 1986–1999 (Epoch 1); 1999–2003 (Epoch 2); 2003–2008 (Epoch
3); 2008–2011 (Epoch 4); 2011–2015 (Epoch 5); and 2015–2019 (Epoch 6). The LRR was not
computed for the individual epochs as the number of shorelines (i.e., 2) is less than the
number required (i.e., ≥3) [53], and as a result we make the EPR our reference statistic.

4. Results
4.1. Shoreline Movement along the Niger Delta during 1986–2019

The analysis of the movement of the Niger delta shoreline over the 34-year period
(1986–2019) of study revealed that the delta is characterised by distinct zones of erosion
and accretion. Within the eroding parts of the delta, a maximum of 0.89 ± 0.10 km of
shoreline recession was observed during the period, resulting in an annual maximum
shoreline recession of 26 ± 3 m/year. Within the accreting zones, however, a maximum of
0.91 ± 0.10 km of shoreline progradation was recorded for the entire period, corresponding
to an annual maximum shoreline accretion of 27 ± 3 m/year (Table 2). On the average,
all the erosional transects (521 of 1035 transects with valid results were net erosional),
had a mean of −3.9 ± 3 m/year while for the accretional transects (514, or 49.7% of the
total transects) the mean accretion amounts to 4.0 ± 3 m/year. Overall, there is relative
equality in both the landward (negative) and shoreward (positive) movements and a lack
of an entrenched spatial pattern with zones of recession and accretion spatially intertwined
(Figure 2). Nevertheless, our analysis revealed a zone of shoreline recession (i.e., an erosion
hotspot), situated just west of the delta apex.
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Table 2. Average shoreline movement (EPR) statistics over the entire 34-year study period (All),
and for each of the six epoch periods (Epoch 1–Epoch 6). Period describes the interval between the
start and end dates; Uncy (m/yr.) represents the positional error or uncertainty; Mean (m/yr.), Max
(m/yr.), and Percent eroding represent the mean, maximum erosion or accretion, and percentage of
erosional transects.

Epoch Period Uncy
(m/yr.) Erosion Accretion Percent

Eroding Remark

Mean
(m/yr.)

Max
(m/yr.)

Mean
(m/yr.)

Max
(m/yr.) %

All 1986–2019 2.7 −3.9 −26.3 4.0 26.8 50.3 Even change

Epoch 1 1986–1999 4.1 −6.2 −72.0 7.2 60.6 45.8 Slightly
accretive

Epoch 2 1999–2003 12.2 −9.2 −62.4 15.2 215.9 26.3 Dominantly
accretive

Epoch 3 2003–2008 9.7 −22.4 −130.1 12.1 148.7 67.6 Dominantly
erosional

Epoch 4 2008–2011 16.8 −27.6 −104.7 28.3 223.1 72.5 Dominantly
erosional

Epoch 5 2011–2015 11.1 −22.9 −142.4 22.1 205.1 24.8 Dominantly
accretive

Epoch 6 2015–2019 8.4 −12.4 −60.0 15.3 157.2 54.3 Slightly
erosional
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Figure 2. Average rates of shoreline movement along the Niger delta during 1986–2019. Note the
erosion hotspot situated to the west of the apex of the delta as well as how the flanks exhibit both
areas of shoreline erosion and accretion.

4.2. Interannual and Decadal Shoreline Changes

The shoreline dynamics during each of the epochs (Table 2) showed a complicated
outlook, whereby erosional and accretive phases switch over time. The analysis indicated
that accretion was slightly dominant during epoch 1 (1986–1999) at 54.2% of the transects
while erosion was recorded at 45.8% of transects. Epoch 2 (1999–2003) is shown to be
dominated by accretion, which is occurs at 73.7% of the transects, with only 26.3% of the
transects erosional; a trend that was reversed during Epoch 3 (2003–2008), as demonstrated
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by 67.6% and 32.4% of eroding and accretive transects, respectively. The dominant phase
of shoreline erosion is sustained during Epoch 4 (2008–2011) with 72.5% of the transects
exhibiting erosion as against 27.5% of accretive transects. During Epoch 5 (2011–2015)
the trend is reversed again as shoreline progradation was dominant along 75.2% of the
transects, while shoreline recession was observed at 24.8% of the transects. Epoch 6 (2015–
2019) however saw a slight reversal to an erosive phase, with 54.3% and 45.7% of erosional
and accretional transects, respectively.

Further, a similar degree of complexity is also exhibited by the shoreline spatial pattern
of erosion/accretion (Figure 3). The first epoch (1986–1999) appeared to model the result
obtained for the entire study period (Figure 2) by having a random pattern of erosion
and accretion on either side of an erosion hotspot section. Epochs 3 (2003–2008) and 4
(2008–2011), however, portrayed the western half of the delta to be more erosional than
the eastern half. This outlook is reversed during Epoch 6 (2015–2019) as the western half
was dominated by accretion while the eastern half was more erosional. Finally, Epochs 2
(1999–2003) and 5 (2011–2015) are analogous in the way shoreline accretion dominate all
except some patches within the eastern side of the delta.
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4.3. Delimitation of Alongshore Cells to Elucidate the Spatiotemporal Shoreline Dynamics

To gain a better appreciation of the spatial pattern of the delta shoreline dynamics,
the alongshore transects were aggregated to form distinct coastline cells. Each coastline
cell is made up of 100 alongshore transects and there are 11 distinct cells in all (Figure 1).
Given that the division of the coastline into cells was based on a simple enumeration of
the alongshore transects, individual cells may not form distinctive coastline morphological
units. Rather, the exercise affords an opportunity to further investigate the inherent spatial
pattern of the delta shoreline dynamics, as has been attempted elsewhere (e.g., [54,55]). We
next highlight (Table 3) the key characteristics of the distinct coastline cells under three key
headings: distributary outlets present, human land use, and physical characteristics.
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Table 3. An annotative description of the distinct delta coastline cells. Numbers in parentheses
indicate the position of the river mouths in (Figure 1). Key:

√
(YES); X (NO); GE: Google Earth.

Cell Distributaries Human Land Use Physical Characteristics References

Name(s) main minor settlement Oil & gas

1 Escravos (2)
√ √ √

• Updrift and downdrift
of Escravos and the
updrift side of the Benin
Estuary.

• Independent
distributaries with high
fluvial flows.

[35,56] GE

2 Forcados
√ √ √

• Updrift and downdrift
sides of the Forcados
River

• Major Niger River
distributary with ~30%
of Niger fluvial
discharge (jointly with
Ramos River)

[34,35,45,57]

3 Ramos
√

X X

• Updrift and downdrift
sides of Ramos River
and the tip of the Dodo
River Spit.

4
Dodo (5),

Pennington
(6)

√ √
X X

• Minor distributaries
characterised by
extensive river mouth
spits deflected
north-westwards.
Downdrift river mouth
deflection indicative of
increased wave
dominance.

[44,47], GE

5

Digatoro (7),
Middleton

(8), Kulama
(9), Fishtown

(10)

√ √ √ √
X X

• Has the greatest number
of river mouths.

• Has the highest
longshore current
velocity.

• Alongshore drift reversal
in between Kulama and
Fishtown Rivers.

[37]
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Table 3. Cont.

Cell Distributaries Human Land Use Physical Characteristics References

6 Sangana (11),
Nun

√ √ √
X

• The most prominent
distributary, Nun, along
with Sangana, are
characterised by high
fluvial discharge.

• The location of the
alongshore divergence
point.

• Has the highest
significant wave height
(Hs) along the delta
coastline.

[28,37,47,56,58]

7 Brass, St.
Nicholas (14)

√
X

√
X

√
X

• Brass River is a key
distributary with a large
flux of fluvial discharge.

• St Nicholas has an
exposed mouth bar.

[45,56] GE

8

Santa
Barbara (15),

San
Bartholomew

(16)

√ √
X X X X

• Minor distributaries on
the fringes of the
abandoned delta.

[56]

9
Sombreiro
(17), New

Calabar (18)

√ √
X X X X

• River mouths, now tidal
inlets, form part of the
abandoned Niger delta.

[56]

10 Bonny (19)
√ √ √

• Bonny Estuary has low
water flow but the
highest tidal flows along
the delta coastline.

[58]

11 Andoni (20)
√

X X

• Updrift and downdrift
side of Andoni River
and the updrift side of
the Imo River.

• Increased tidal flows,
low water flow.

GE

Anthropogenic activities along delta coastlines tend to promote accelerated land
subsidence, alter the fluvial and coastline hydrodynamics, and compromise the coastlines’
natural defence mechanisms (e.g., [18,59]). Specifically, human activities, such as extensive
vegetation degradation, coastline engineering (e.g., sand replenishment, groynes, and
revetments), location of oil and gas handling facilities, and the dredging of channel mouth
sand bars to aid oil-related navigation, have been documented along the Niger delta coast
(e.g., [45,57,60]).

Regarding the physical process dynamics, the vital role of the river mouths as the locus
of delta coastline processes has been well acknowledged (e.g., [32,47,61]). Thus, the number
of distributaries within each coastline cell and the volume of fluvial discharges through
them are reckoned to be critical to the coastline dynamics. Additionally, coastline geometry
could impact the angle of wave approach to the delta coastline, thereby inducing gradients
in longshore sediment transport in distinct parts of a delta coastline (e.g., [62]). In the
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following section, we employed a simple mathematical approach to evaluate the dominant
and most pervasive trend of shoreline movements within the distinct coastline cells.

4.4. The Concept of Temporal Mean-Removed Shoreline

We employed the temporal mean-removed shoreline as a mathematical approach to
characterise the most entrenched pattern of shoreline change within the distinct coastline
cells. The mean-removed shoreline was determined by computing the cumulative average
shoreline change during the successive epoch periods at individual alongshore transects.
The concept was originally employed by Hapke et al. [9] as an approach to reveal the
persistent trends in shoreline dynamics over time. The authors computed a time series
of historical shorelines whose overall mean was subtracted from each observed shoreline
position, such that positive values within an epoch are indicative of seaward shoreline
advance, while negative values indicate landward shoreline movement [9]. This method
was adapted in the present study to, among others, highlight the overall mean position of
the shoreline at individual alongshore transects, ascertain the pervasive trend of shoreline
change, and highlight the magnitude of the shoreline movement during period of study.
We derived the mean-removed shoreline (m − s) using the notation:

m− s =
6

∑
si=1

si (3)

where si represents the average shoreline change rates (EPR: m/yr.) at each alongshore
transect during the successive epoch period.

The delta shoreline change, as revealed in this analysis (Figure 4), established the spa-
tially inhomogeneous nature of the shoreline movement along the Niger delta. Specifically,
it can be observed that cells 5, 6, and 7 are dominantly erosional, though cell 5 experienced
higher net erosional movement than cells 6 and 7, whose rates are modest. Cells 8, 9,
and 3 are considered as locations of active shoreline migration, as they are characterised
by relatively high net shoreline movement (both recession and accretion). Furthermore,
coastline cells proximal to the longshore current divergence point (i.e., cells 6 and 7) are
characterised by relatively low overall changes, whereas the coastline cells located distal
from the divergence point in the delta flank areas, e.g., cells 8–9 (east) and cell 3 (west), are
characteristically highly erosive or accretive.

Overall, the analysis affirms the joint occurrence of both shoreline erosion and accretion
along the Niger delta. In absolute terms, net shoreline progradation attains the highest rates
(>200 m) during the period (Figure 4). However, in proportional terms, eroding shoreline
transects, 54%, is greater than the accretive transects (Figure 5). Moreover, the central part
of the delta has a higher ratio of eroding transects compared to the two flanks of the delta.
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Figure 4. Temporal mean-removed shoreline within the successive coastline cells along the Niger 

delta and the locations of delta distributaries. Tonal contrasts indicate—from north to south—the 

western, apex, and eastern delta coastline cells. Note that in the western half, the longshore currents 

trend from cell 6 towards cell 1, while the trend is from cell 6 towards cell 11 in the eastern Niger 

half (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 4. Temporal mean-removed shoreline within the successive coastline cells along the Niger
delta and the locations of delta distributaries. Tonal contrasts indicate—from north to south—the
western, apex, and eastern delta coastline cells. Note that in the western half, the longshore currents
trend from cell 6 towards cell 1, while the trend is from cell 6 towards cell 11 in the eastern Niger half
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 5. The percentage of eroding transects across the coastline cells of the Niger delta computed
from the mean-removed shorelines. The centrally located coastline cells (cells 4–7) contain a higher
number of eroding transects than the coastline cells on the opposing delta flanks.

5. Discussion

The multidecadal shoreline trend of the Niger delta revealed a random shoreline
movement slightly dominated by shoreline recession. Annual average in both erosion and
accretion appear modest (both < 5 m) as are their corresponding maximum shoreline change
rates (both < 30 m). The rates of shoreline movement reported in this study is slightly less
than the reported rates from previous studies. For instance, Kuenzer et al. [32] reported
maximum erosion (accretion) rates of −64.8 m/yr (59.8 m/yr) localised around the river
mouths, which were deliberately excluded from the rates calculation in the present study to
ensure a more realistic outcome. Similarly, historical annual rates of coastline erosion from
isolated field measurements along the Niger delta included 18–24 m at Escravos, 16–22 m
at Forcados, and 16–19 m at Brass [45]. Furthermore, shoreline migration along the delta
during the past three decades did not initially suggest any obvious spatial pattern as would
have been expected along a typical delta subject to varying influence of the underlying
hydrodynamics and oceanographic processes. It was previously claimed that the section
east of the main central delta river mouths has been dominated by shoreline retreat over
time due to the reduction in fluvial discharge occasioned by the lack of connectivity with
the main stem Niger River [35–37]. More recent reports however suggested that the western
section has been dominated by shoreline recession [45,48]. Our analysis, while not showing
any marked pattern of change, nevertheless revealed the presence of a dominant zone of
erosion just west of the central delta river mouths (Figure 2).

The location of the erosion hotspot (Figure 2) seems to coincide with the point where
the shoreline orientation changes from a west-east trend to a northwest-southeast trend.
Wright and Coleman [6] claimed that coastline convexity tends to maximize wave erosive
power, a factor likely to be critical in the entrenched shoreline recession within the coastline
cell 5 (Figure 4). This suggestion is supported by the unusually high significant wave height
(Hs > 2 m) previously reported between Sangana and Fishtown Rivers (i.e., between cells
5 and 6 [30,37]. Cells 5 and 6 also have a region of alongshore drift reversal, in which the
regular northwest trending longshore drift occasionally changes into a southeast trend ([37],
Figure 1). Such longshore drift reversal could potentially result in a net loss of sediment to
the offshore environment, as has been inferred from a similar alongshore drift collision in
the margin of the western Niger delta [63]. We also noted cell 5 as the coastline cell with the
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greatest number of delta distributaries (Table 3; Figure 6), which tend to intensify coastline
processes [32].
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Figure 6. Cell 5 which has four river mouths marked by characteristic river mouth accretion and
barrier spits. The cell is the site of the observed erosion hotspot along the Niger delta. [2016 Landsat
images courtesy Google Earth].

The dominant temporal pattern of shoreline movement during the successive epoch
periods oscillates between an initial period of greater shoreline accretion (1986–2003) to
greater shoreline erosion (2003–2011), back to greater shoreline accretion (2011–2015),
and finally to greater shoreline erosion (2015–2019). Kuenzer et al. [32] similarly report
dominant accretion along the Niger delta between 1986/87–2002/03 but greater erosion
between 2002/03–2013. Moreover, shoreline erosion during the period leading to 2011 was
partly induced by Niger River dredging, while the shoreline accretion of the 2011–2015
may have been significantly propelled by the ‘great’ 2012 floods within the Niger River
basin, according to Dada et al. [28].

Further investigation has identified some spatial patterns of the shoreline change along
the Niger delta, and we can infer that the observed patterns relate to the delta river mouths,
wave energy intensity, and coastline geometry. The delta coastline behaviour showed that
erosion has been slightly more prevalent across the whole delta coastline (Figure 5); the
central section is dominated by erosion (Figures 4 and 5); and net coastline movements
within the distal parts of the delta are higher than within the proximal central delta locations.
These findings may be related to the location of a longshore drift divergence point within
the central delta where longshore sediment is being propagated eastwards and north-
westwards towards the eastern and western delta margin, respectively. Shoreline change
pattern may therefore be the result of additional sediment input into the delta coastline
sediment budget at successive river outlets within the two distinct (western and eastern)
alongshore drift cells [43,46,47]. We also observed an interesting coastline behaviour in cell
3 (Figure 4), whereby successive zones of shoreline accretion are immediately succeeded by
zones of shoreline recession in a wave-like oscillation. A closer scrutiny of the shoreline
behaviour suggests that the location of the erosive and accretive hotspots coincide with the
locations of river mouths. For instance, the tip of the barrier spit at Dodo River (estimated
from Google Earth to be ~14 km long) appears as being presently reworked by waves
erosion, while the eroded materials seem to be accreting immediately downdrift of the
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river channel outlet, resulting in shoreline progradation and a new spit development there
(Figure 7).
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Ibe and Anita [45] have identified waves, tides, and fluvial agents as the key control
of the Niger delta coastline dynamics. However, spatial process variation has long been
established in the Niger delta literature, including the increasing tidal amplitude from west
to east (e.g., [37,44]); more energetic waves in the western-to-central section relative to the
eastern side (e.g., [37,45]); and greater fluvial discharges in the central part at the expense
of the flank areas (e.g., [35,56]). Hence, an attempt was recently made to cast the Niger
delta shoreline into discrete process environments [38] of fluvial (central) and tides/waves
(western and eastern flanks). However, on a careful observation of the geometry of the
delta river mouths, it does not appear that the delta has any section that is overly fluvially-
dominated. In reality, the distinguishing feature seems to be the increased tidal input
into incident wave energy in the flank areas (where the river mouths appear more funnel-
shaped) relative to the central region, which demonstrate an overarching influence of wave
action against fluvial input. Our analysis has shown that the flanks of the delta have a
rather complex shoreline change pattern, while shoreline movement in the central delta
area seems to be more uniform and conservative. It is thus curious to note that the coastline
cells which are considered fluvially-dominated are shown to be more erosional than the
less-fluvially dominated cells (Figure 5). Logically, such pattern of coastline behaviour
seems more likely to result from the synergy between wave action and coastline geometry.

Finally, our analysis did not show a clear nexus between anthropogenic impact and
delta shoreline dynamics since the coastline cells perceived to be under greater human
occupation (Table 3) are not seen to be characterised by a distinctive and sustained shoreline
change pattern (Figure 4). This may indicate that the Niger delta is presently minimally an-
thropogenically impacted. Although vegetation degradation [32,60], channel dredging [45],
and sand mining [64] have been reported within the Niger delta lately, our study sug-
gests that current influence of the human agency on the delta’s morphodynamics process
remains moderate.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, we have identified the most vulnerable section of the Niger delta to
coastline recession to be related to the influence of coastline geometry on wave energy
and the intense shoreline erosive process this engenders. By identifying the section of the
delta coastline which provides added impetus to erosive wave processes, an opportunity is
provided for coastline managers to focus on this segment in any planned delta coastline
management scheme.

Our analysis of the net shoreline movement across the epochal periods has also
provided further elucidation on the overall pattern of the delta’s coastline behaviour. Thus,
the inherent shoreline change pattern within the alongshore cells are better characterised,
while shoreline areas most liable to erosion are also clearly discriminated.

However, variability in the time intervals between the epoch periods, occasioned by
satellite data availability, hardly justifies the integration of the epochal shoreline change
data as presented in this study. Moreover, the use of vegetation line as a shoreline proxy,
while often seen as an ideal indicator of interannual shoreline erosion, tends to show
considerable time lag in detecting corresponding shoreline accretion [20]. In spite of the
preceding, our study has yielded reasonable and useful findings on the inter-annual and
decadal shoreline change pattern of the Niger delta.

Finally, our study aligns in principle with the common conceptual framework that the
position of the shoreline within any coastline cell per time is a function of the difference
between the volume of sediment moved into and out of that cell (e.g., [5,65]). Thus, we have
seen that net shoreline movement rates tend to increase away from the centre of the delta
towards the flanks, a scenario that suggests that gradients in alongshore sediment transport,
occasioned by the introduction of fresh sediment input at intervening distributary outlets,
are a critical factor.

This may be interpreted further to suggest that any impact resulting from anthropic
sediment reduction from the Niger River basin will most likely begin at the central delta
segment because: (i) alongshore sediment propagates away from this point, and (ii) a
constant influx of riverine sediment is required to maintain a stable coastline within the
section. This segment may thus be an area to focus more attention on in anticipation that
the current anthropogenic impact on the Niger River may begin to manifest at the delta
coastline in the near future.
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